
Assessment domain Modified ROBINS-I tool JBI tool 

Selection of comparison 

groups 

Bias in selection of comparison groups (recruitment timing 

and populations) 

Was the sample frame appropriate to address the target 

population? 

Were study participants sampled in an appropriate way? 

Was the sample size adequate? 
Confounding Bias due to confounding (balance of cointerventions; 

adjustments for confounding) 

Ascertainment of 

exposures 

Bias in ascertainment of exposures (clearly defined, valid, 

reliable and consistent implementation of exposure 

measurement) 

Were valid methods used for the identification of the 

condition? 

Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable way for all 

participants? 

Measurement of 

outcomes 

Bias in measurement of outcomes (Were the outcome 

assessors blinded to the exposure status of participants? Were 

the methods of outcome assessment comparable across 

exposure groups?) 

 

Missing data Bias due to missing data (Were outcome data available for all 

or nearly all participants? If no, was the proportion of 

participants and reasons for missing data similar across 

groups?) 

Was the response rate adequate, and if not, was the low 

response rate managed appropriately? 

Was the data analysis conducted with sufficient coverage of 

the identified sample? 

Reporting of results Bias in reporting of results (Was analysis of outcomes 

adequately prespecified? Were there multiple analyses of the 

exposure-outcome relationships?) 

Was there appropriate statistical analysis? 
Design *Was the research question or objective clearly stated?  

*Was a sample size justification, power description, or 

variance and effect estimates provided?  

*Was there a relevant comparison (two or more groups, or 

same participants over time)? 

Applicability *Was the study population clearly specified and defined? 

*Does the study cohort adequately represent the target 

population (cohort studies)?  

*Was the participation rate of eligible participants at least 

50%? 

Were the study subjects and the setting described in detail? 

*added to the original ROBINS-I tool 

Supplementary Table 1: Comparison of domains included in each assessment tool.  
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